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SCOR Working Group Proposal

(max. 6000 words, excluding Appendix)

Title: Bubble-mediated Air-Sea Exchange of climate-relevant and environmentally important
gasses

Acronym: SCORsASE

Summary/Abstract (max. 250 words)
It has been long recognized that bubble-mediated gas transfer constitutes a significant

portion of global air-sea exchange. Yet, this process is often neglected in Earth System Models,
contributing to the disagreement between present estimates of air-sea gas fluxes and
observations, especially in high exchange conditions like storms. This has major implications for
our ability to constrain ocean and land sinks of carbon, the supply of oxygen to the interior
ocean, and produce accurate future projections of the ocean's role in regulating climate.

Current knowledge of bubble-mediated processes comes from isolated field/laboratory
experiments and modeling efforts, which are limited in scope. Bubble formation, transport,
lifespan, and effects on the overall gas exchange on relevant scales have rarely been examined
in a consistent way for gasses of varying properties under a range of conditions using multiple
independent approaches. The fundamental problem is our inability to represent the underlying
chemical and physical processes behind bubble-mediated exchange, knowledge about which is
scattered among disciplines and research groups that often do not overlap.

The proposed working group will define the current gap in our mechanistic
understanding of the processes, mapping out a route to explicit bubble-resolving gas exchange
parameterizations. By leveraging cross-disciplinary expertise, we will identify and promote
activities needed to refine the conceptual representation of exchange processes at high winds.
We will strengthen capacity by offering training/workshops on air-sea interactions, determining
recommended practices, and engaging the broader air-sea community, especially modelers, to
incorporate up-to-date high wind speed exchange mechanisms in their work.

Scientific Background and Rationale (max. 1250 words)
Models suggest that the bubbles from breaking waves contribute up to 40% of the global

net CO2 flux into the ocean (Reichl and Deike, 2020; Zhang, 2012). Atamanchuk et al. (2020)
provide evidence that bubble-mediated exchange is responsible for about 60% of oxygen
uptake in regions of deep-water formation. Misinterpretation, or lack of recognition, of the
mechanisms and amplitude of oxygen supply into the deep ocean may contribute to observed
patterns of ocean deoxygenation (Schmidko et al., 2017). A larger, ‘direct’ O2 supply to deep
waters implies faster turnover of O2 in the deep ocean and greater sensitivity to circulation
changes linked with climate change, such as shutdown or reduction in ocean convection.

Despite growing recognition of its importance, bubble-mediated exchange is currently
represented poorly, or not at all, in models in part due to a lack of detailed understanding of the
fundamental physical processes at play, particularly under high wind conditions where
wave-breaking and bubble formation are dominant controls. A recent analysis of sea- and
air-borne observations of CO2 and O2 fluxes concluded that current global models significantly
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underestimate gas uptake, especially oxygen, in regions of deep water formation by up to an
order of magnitude (Atamanchuk et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2023). The higher rate of oxygen uptake
shows a clear correlation with high winds (Atamanchuk et al., 2020), so nearly two-thirds of the
annual flux occurs during 40 days of winter.

There are two major reasons that bubble-mediated exchange is still relatively
unconstrained. Firstly, most studies in this area are focussed on processes and measurements
with a large footprint (tens of meters to several kilometers) and so cannot interrogate the
medium-scale (1-100m) heterogeneities in the top few meters of the ocean, which are relevant
to stochastic wave-breaking processes and near-surface water flow patterns. The second is the
lack of field data that directly connects bubble processes to the gas flux. However, two recent
field campaigns (HiWinGS in 2013 and BELS in 2023) have measured bubbles and gas fluxes
simultaneously, and this provides a valuable opportunity to reexamine past field data in light of
this new understanding. Relevant field data has been collected over the past few decades, and
we are proposing to survey and reinterpret this in order to map out the gaps in knowledge and
to plot a route to far better parametrizations of bubble-mediated gas transfer. Harmonization and
major improvements to the gas-exchange parameterization are essential to accurately quantify
the size of the present and future ocean sink for anthropogenic CO2 and its sensitivity to climate
perturbations. There is a risk of introducing a major uncertainty in the future carbon budget if
the exchanges under extreme conditions remain unresolved in the Earth System Models
(ESMs).

Global change issues such as increasing temperatures, ocean acidification, and ocean
deoxygenation are interlinked and demonstrate the importance of understanding
ocean-atmospheric gas exchange within the Earth system. In order to understand the changes
in uptake, biogeochemical cycling, and feedback processes of environmentally important
gasses, mechanisms controlling their air-sea exchange must be understood (Emerson et al.,
2016).

Air-sea gas exchange theory and approaches

Diffusive and bubble-mediated components of gas flux act together to drive the total flux
across the air-sea interface. The diffusive gas flux is commonly described as the product of the
concentration difference across the interface and the gas transfer velocity. Equations for the
bubble-mediated component are more diverse (Emerson et al., 2016) and are based on either
empirical studies or theoretical bubble physics (e.g. Woolf, 1997; Jenkins, 1988; Liang et al.,
2013; Stanley et al., 2009; Vagle et al., 2010). Many classical parameterizations do not perform
well at wind speeds higher than 10 m s-1 when bubble-mediated exchange becomes more
important through white cap formation, wave breaking, and bubble formation.

Methods that directly derive the gas transfer coefficient, such as eddy covariance (EC)
and dual tracer (DT), have shown mixed results related to bubble exchange contributions for
gas fluxes. When compared with models, recent measurements of simultaneous DMS and CO2
EC fluxes attempting to elucidate bubble exchange (Zavarsky et al., 2018; Bell et al., 2017;
Blomquist et al., 2017) find an inconsistent bubble contribution. Zavarsky et al. (2018) compiled
the environmental conditions of the campaigns, illustrating that differences in temperature, flux
magnitude, and mean flux direction may influence the bubble-mediated exchange. Memery and
Merlivat (1985) proposed an asymmetry in the bubble-mediated gas transfer, where flux into the
ocean is more affected by bubbles than flux out of the ocean. It should be noted that a recent
wind-wave tank study performed in hurricane wind conditions suggests that bubble-mediated
transfer is not significant for CO2 (Krall et al., 2019). Analysis by Asher and Wanninkhof (1998)
indicates that DT is relatively insensitive (only ~5% increase) to bubble-mediated gas exchange
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at wind speeds below 10.6 m s-1, but at 17 m s-1, this increases to ~10%. Finally, noble gas
measurements have been instrumental in providing field evidence of bubble-mediated gas
transfer, but investigations using surface measurements have only had limited time resolution
(Hamme and Emerson, 2006; Stanley et al., 2009). Modeling work indicates that a
high-resolution time series in the late fall in the Labrador Sea could readily detect bubble fluxes
(Hamme and Severinghaus, 2007), but needs further investigation.

Accounting for bubble-mediated exchange

Detailed measurement of subsurface bubbles in high winds is challenging. The vast
majority of existing data come from acoustical measurements, because bubbles are highly
compressible and scatter sound very strongly. However, sonar and other single-frequency
acoustical techniques provide limited information, as they indicate bubble presence only and
cannot measure bubble size distributions or void fractions. Broadband acoustical techniques
(resonators, Czerski et al., 2011) or specialized bubble cameras (Al-Lashi et al., 2017) can
measure bubble size distributions but have been deployed rarely in the open ocean.

Furthermore, these techniques only provide measures of bubble presence, and the
critical information for gas flux studies is bubble flux: how many bubbles were formed, how they
moved and changed, and what was the ultimate fate of their contained gas? The recent
HiWinGS data (Czerski et al., 2022) significantly advance our understanding of the structure of
the bubble plumes and provide a way to estimate their lifetime (an essential parameter for
converting bubble presence to flux).

This complex interaction between bubble production mechanisms and upper ocean flow
structures may explain why it has not been possible to formulate a simple parameterization for
bubble-mediated gas uptake. The path towards resolving this complexity is by combining recent
advances in bubble process understanding with comprehensive flow, gas saturation and gas
flux measurements, monitoring scales from 0.1-100 meters simultaneously, and directly
observing bubble-mediated gas uptake mechanisms. The first time such a comprehensive data
set was collected at high wind speeds was the cross-disciplinary study in the winter of 2023 in
the Labrador Sea (BELS).

Why a working group?
To effectively address the open questions about the drivers and role of bubble-mediated

fluxes, we need to bring together an international group of experts to work on synthesizing the
cross-disciplinary knowledge and proposing adequate research strategies. The key research
communities, such as modelers and practitioners, need to come up with an integrated vision of
the path toward improving parameterizations of the bubble fluxes in the models. The group will
facilitate such interactions by not only ensuring adequate participation of experts from various
fields but also by connecting international groups with regional expertise. Such work would be
impossible to support sustainably through national or regional funding.

Terms of Reference (max. 250 words)
1. To re-examine the available peer-reviewed literature on the drivers,

parameterizations, and methodological approaches of the research in the
bubble-mediated exchange of climate-relevant gasses in light of more recent
knowledge. Synthesize community knowledge in the field to date in a structured way to
help identify the sources of similarities, disagreements and knowledge gaps. TR1

2. To examine and validate the outcomes from recent large targeted field and
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laboratory campaigns and process studies. Synthesize and contrast the new findings
with prior knowledge of the bubble-mediated exchange, its drivers and mechanisms
(from TR1 synthesis). TR2

3. To reconcile the individual assessments of drivers and/or forcings of
bubble-mediated exchange and/or gas tracer distributions. Identify and prioritize the
mechanisms and measurements that are most likely to be important for producing useful
metrics such as flux parameterizations. TR3

4. To provide recommendations and set up the hypotheses for future research aimed
at addressing the identified research priorities. These include recommended
practices for the development of better parameterization of fluxes, design of future
experiments/process studies, and endorsed community practices. TR4

5. To raise the urgency and engage with the wider oceanographic community,
especially modelers, to recognise and act on improving the bubble-mediated flux
parameterizations and their implementation in the models. Develop recommended
practices for flux intercomparison based on metrics from observation and ESMs. TR5

Deliverables (max 250 words)
1. A synthesis paper summarizing the current state of knowledge of bubble-mediated fluxes

across disciples, their drivers and mechanisms, especially in light of more recent
advances in the field. (TR1)

2. Publications stemming from the analysis of new data collected and methods employed in
more recent field and process studies. (TR2,3)

3. A recommended practices report, a report on the recommended design of the future
study, a scoping workshop, or a ship-time request based on the outcomes in TR4.

4. A guidebook/protocol on examining and comparing the sensitivity of ESMs to bubble flux
parameterizations and their forcings. (TR5)

Working plan (max. 1000 words)
To fulfill TR1, we will assemble an interdisciplinary team consisting of full and associate

WG members and their associates to perform a thorough review of the available to-date data
about the state of research into the bubble-mediated gas exchange. This task will be led by
Yuanxu Dong, an Early Career Ocean Professional (ECOP), focusing their research on drivers
of air-sea gas transfer and the integration of field and lab results. We aim to synthesize
information about specific ocean bubble measurements, near-surface ocean physics and
chemistry, isotope studies, small-scale physics models focussed on bubbles, and bubble
surface coating studies relating to gas dissolution. We will focus on the available to-date gas
exchange parameterization to examine the sources of their disagreement and convergence.
These will include the environmental conditions, the type of gas of interest, the
physical/chemical processes considered, the forcings used and the verification methods. In this
context, the WG will benefit from the local knowledge of the region-specific studies and
environmental conditions that it could tap into due to the wide geography of the WG members.
The TR1 will culminate into a synthesis paper.

To fulfill TR2 and 3, we will focus on the direct measurements of near-surface bubble processes
– their formation, advection downwards, and dissolution - from two field campaigns, plus
wind-wave tank experiments and computational physical studies. This information will be
leveraged to investigate the role of bubbles in the distribution of gas concentrations in the water
column. Gas distributions and the gas transfer coefficient derived from the near-surface
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turbulence profiles will provide a powerful tool to examine the contribution of bubble-mediated
exchange to the overall gas flux. These will be compared to measured gas exchange rates by
direct eddy covariance and by gas tracer experiments, convective mixing and gas distributions
and (3) simulate the observations with 3D numerical modeling (J. Liang, Louisiana State Univ.).
Increasing the accuracy of air-sea gas exchanges in both observational data products and
numerical models.

To address TR4 we will work on recommendations for cross-disciplinary research programs,
based on our collective experiences and resulting from the outcomes from TR2 and 3. We will
organize a series of webinars to share the results and collect feedback.

To fulfill TR5, we will propose a plan, such as model intercomparison or a sensitivity study, with
the incorporation of new findings to assess the efficacy and importance of bubble-mediated
exchange.

Timeline

Month 1: First online working group meeting to outline and organize the work plan for the
coming year, set priorities and identify a strategy to entrain external scientists into the WG
efforts.

Months 2-12: Continue bi-monthly online meetings; work in sub-groups; first in-person meeting
coupled to workshop/training; finalization of synthesis paper (TR1).

Months 13-24: Continue bi-monthly online meetings; discussion of the compiled data in TR2
and TR3, drafting data papers; second in-person meeting coupled with workshop/training.

Months 24-36: Continue bi-monthly online meetings; deliver recommended practices and
research priorities report (TR4), a protocol for incorporating bubble parameterizations and
testing model sensitivity (TR5); final in-person meeting coupled with workshop/training.

Capacity Building (max. 1500 words)

It is clear that climate change research is of global concern, and most important for the
younger generations. The issues that SCORsASE aims to tackle are an integral component of
climate change science and, thus, we see the clear need to engage a global community,
highlighting the direct participation of early career researchers (ECRs).

Participation of the Global South (GS) and developing countries in the global efforts and
contribution to the research activities often hinges on limited funding, access to the equipment
or facilities, and logistical challenges. The capacity-building efforts will address these barriers by
engaging the scientists in a way that would promote their participation in global ocean research.
We will focus our efforts on preparing joint proposals and participating in exchange activities
(seminars, exchange visits, invited speakers) to facilitate closer ties to the established
WG-related programs and projects (IOCCP, SOLAS, OASIS).

In order to build capacity in this area of marine science, we will:

1. hold WG meetings in the GS countries corresponding to the full WG members (i.e., in
South America, West Africa, South Africa). There is evidence that scientists from many
GS countries are underrepresented in international scientific organizations (e.g. SOLAS)
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and by holding our meetings in GS, we will increase the participation of local/regional
scientists. At least two of the meetings will take place in GS countries.

2. couple the WG meetings with workshops/trainings that are identified as needed by the
local community. Our WG is composed of experts across many disciplines, and this
expertise can be leveraged to build grassroots collaborations and exchange knowledge.

3. promote ECRs and scientists from GS countries to participate in/lead related papers and
workshops.

4. provide training and exchange opportunities during the lifetime of the WG and beyond.
We commit to raising additional funding to further develop our common research
interests through exchange visits.

Specifically related to point 4, the WG members are ideally positioned to promote
capacity-building in this area of marine sciences through their active roles in organizing the
IOCCP (https://www.ioccp.org/index.php/training) and the SOLAS
(https://www.solas-int.org/events/solas-summer-school.html) summer training schools. Both
summer schools are committed to training multi- and interdisciplinary students and early career
marine and atmospheric scientists. Both schools have a track record of attracting participants
from developing countries and under-represented groups and could become great platforms to
build on.

In addition, we see this area of air-sea interaction research as being neglected by the
broader community. An emphasized focus on bubble-mediated flux exchange could be easily
integrated into the courses’ curricula, promoting the importance of the topic and engaging the
students in the discussion.

Training of ECRs/ECOPS is paramount to ensuring the wide and lasting reach of the
capacity-building efforts. To that end, we will encourage and enable the inclusion of researchers
in major research efforts through programs such as the SCOR and Ocean Frontier Institute
(OFI) visiting scholar programs.

Furthermore, by promoting our findings through integrating/testing in models at different
temporal and spatial scales and determining recommended practices for incorporating these
findings in future work, we will address the major knowledge gap in our community.

We aim to organize a workshop on air-sea interactions under high exchange conditions
at Dalhousie University in Halifax (funded through e.g. Ocean Frontier Institute’s Seed Grant
Program) to promote the participation of all group members but also a wider community with
relevant expertise in the topic.

Working Group composition (max. 500 words)

The full members were selected to span the range of disciplines needed for this work,
including in-situ measurements of the relevant air-sea exchange parameters using a variety of
techniques and end-users of this type of data. End-users are modelers and biogeochemists who
seek to understand oxygen and carbon cycles, both of which use parameterizations to calculate
air-sea fluxes. The team is gender balanced, with 30% of the team as ECOPs and 30% coming
from Global South countries.
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Full Members

Name Gender Early
career
status

Place of work Expertise relevant to
proposal

1 Dariia Atamanchuk
-Co-Chair

F no* Dalhousie
University, Canada

Chemical
oceanography,
air-sea flux
measurements

2 Christa Marandino -
Co-Chair

F no GEOMAR, Germany Direct covariance
air-sea flux
measurements

3 Ian Brooks M no University of Leeds,
UK

Boundary layer
processes,
turbulence, air-sea
interaction, polar
boundary layers

4 Helen Czerski F no Univ College
London, UK

Breaking waves and
bubbles

5 Kee Onn Fong M yes University of
Washington, USA

Physical
oceanography,
air-sea interactions

6 Iury Ângelo Gonçalves M no Universidade
Federal do Espírito
Santo, Brazil

Seaspray, carbon
chemistry, modeling

7 Roberta Hamme F no Univ of Victoria,
Canada

Inert gasses, air-sea
exchange

8 Junhong Liang M no Louisiana State
University, USA

Gas-exchange
modeling

9 Precious Mongwe M yes CSIR, South Africa Ocean carbon cycle,
modeling

10 Margaret Ogundare F yes Federal University of
Technology, Nigeria

Ocean carbon cycle,
ocean acidification

*<10 years past the highest degree if counting eligible career breaks

https://scholar.google.com.br/citations?view_op=view_org&hl=pt-BR&org=4088576771401030060
https://scholar.google.com.br/citations?view_op=view_org&hl=pt-BR&org=4088576771401030060
https://scholar.google.com.br/citations?view_op=view_org&hl=pt-BR&org=4088576771401030060
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Associate Members

Name Gender Early
career
status

Place of work Expertise relevant to
proposal

1 Falilu Adekunbi M yes Nigerian Institute for
Oceanography and
Marine Research,
Nigeria

Ocean carbon cycle
observations

2 Jose Martin Hernandez
Ayon

M no Instituto de
Investigaciones
Oceanológicas (OII)
of the University of
Baja California
(UABC), Mexico

Coastal
biogeochemistry,
ocean acidification,
air-sea CO2
exchange in coastal
oceans

3 Ryo Dobashi M yes University of Hawaii,
USA

Dual tracer
technique

4 Yuanxu Dong M yes GEOMAR/Heidelber
g University,
Germany

Integration of field
and lab work on
bubble-mediated
air-sea gas
exchange, lab
experiments on
bubble-mediated
exchange

5 Johannes Karstensen M no GEOMAR, Germany Physical
oceanography, high
latitude meridional
overturning
circulation

6 Craig McNeil M no University of
Washington, USA

Physical
oceanography,
air-sea interactions
at high winds

7 Ruth Musgrave F no Dalhousie
University, Canada

Near-surface
turbulence

8 Fangli Qiao M no First Institute of
Oceanography,
China

Waves, bubbles,
air-sea interactions,
models

9 Doug Wallace M no Dalhousie, Canada O2 and CO2 ocean
uptake and
biogeochemical
cycling, scientific
advisor
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Working Group contributions (max. 500 words)
Dariia Atamanchuk is an expert on observations of oceanic cycles of oxygen and carbon

using autonomous oceanographic sensors and platforms, air-sea interactions at extreme
conditions and their parameterizations, and works with the Ships of Opportunity Program
(SOOP). She was a co-proponent of the large-scale field campaign BELS investigating the role
of bubbles on gas exchange in the Labrador Sea.

Christa Marandino is an expert on direct measurements of gas exchange (deriving k)
and has published work on direct covariance measurements and bubble exchange (Zavarsky et
al., 2018). She was the chief scientist of BELS.

Helen Czerski is an expert on in-situ bubble measurements in the ocean, particularly in
high wind conditions, and participated in both HiWinGS and BELS. She has published on
bubble physics, the development of bubble sensing techniques, and detailed studies of bubble
presence and movement in the ocean under a wide range of conditions.

Ian Brooks is an expert on boundary layer processes and turbulent exchange. His work
on wave properties in collaboration with H. Czerski on HiWinGS and BELS is critical for
understanding gas exchange in high winds.

Junhong Liang is an expert on modeling the role of bubbles in air-sea exchange. His
model will be used primarily to test the findings of the WG.

Roberta Hamme is an expert on dissolved noble gas measurements, which can be used
to unravel the different drivers of air-sea gas exchange. Her field observations provide a
quantitative and integrated assessment of how bubbles influence gas transfer.

Kee Onn Fong is an expert on multiphase flows, sprays, and particle-turbulence
interactions. His recent work with BELS on bubble-turbulence interaction and co-located
dissolved gas measurements under high wind and wave conditions is an independent method
for computing gas exchange due to bubbles.

Iury Angelo Gonçalves is an expert on sea spray’s influence on carbon cycling. Sea
spray is another phenomenon that co-occurs in the presence of bubbles and should be
accounted for in conjunction with bubble exchange.

Precious Mongwe is an expert in ocean carbon modeling. The correct representation of
all mechanisms underlying air-sea gas exchange is both important and testable in his models.

Margaret Ogundare is an ECR investigating carbon cycling in the ocean. Understanding
all mechanisms underlying air-sea carbon exchange is critical to her work, and she can inform
the WG of the needs of the carbon observational community.

Associated members have been pinpointed due to their work on bubbles in the lab and in
models, as well as their work on gas exchange, as well as carbon fluxes and their impacts.
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Relationship to other international programs and SCOR Working Groups (max.
500 words)

The mechanisms and impacts that are addressed by SCORsASE have been identified
by members of an international community of air-sea interactions experts. Understanding
bubble-mediated gas transfer and processes occurring at high wind speeds suffers from serious
knowledge gaps that have become more relevant with observed climate change. Although our
international community pinpointed uncertainties and unknowns related to processes occurring
at high winds quite some time ago, the problem remains. It is only by actively bringing together
teams of multi- and interdisciplinary scientists that we can fully address this knowledge gap.
This applies to SCORsASE and to the greater community. Members of our working group are
enthusiastically involved in the following related international programs and previous SCOR
working groups representing the air-sea interactions community:

Surface Ocean-Lower Atmosphere Study (SOLAS) - Christa Marandino is the co-chair of
SOLAS and committed to integrating the larger air-sea interactions community. This WG fits
directly into Themes 1 and 2 of SOLAS, but its outcomes will impact the calculation of trace gas
fluxes related to Themes 3, 4, and 5.

Observing Air-Sea Interactions Strategy (OASIS) - Christa Marandino is the co-chair of
OASIS, which is a strong physical air-sea interaction community. The results of this WG will help
bridge the biogeochemical-physical gap between the OASIS and SOLAS communities and
directly feed into OASIS’ The Grandest Idea of All - Theory of Change, as well as Grand Idea #3
on modeling and process studies.

International Ocean Carbon Coordination Project (IOCCP) - Dariia Atamanchuk is on the
steering committee of IOCCP and is, thus, committed to enabling the most accurate estimates
of carbon fluxes possible through increased observations and process studies. The results from
this WG will be used by the carbon community for understanding the current budget and
forecasting future changes.

International Carbon Ocean Network for Early Career (ICONEC) - An upcoming early
career community with an interest in the ocean carbon cycle, involved with GOA-ON. Margaret
Ogundare is on the steering committee of ICONEC. The results from this WG will help the
community to improve on the quantification of the CO2 fluxes in relation to the ocean
acidification effect.

Key References (max. 500 words)
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